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Internal micropulse structure of a storage-ring free-electron laser
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The longitudinal distribution of a free-electron laser~FEL! may present a complex internal structure. This
phenomenon has been already observed in the case of LINAC based oscillators and self-amplified spontaneous
emission devices~for which the presence of ‘‘spikes’’ in the temporal distribution is systematically observed!.
We investigate here the physical process responsible for the growth of complex substructures inside the
micropulse of a storage-ring free-electron laser. This ‘‘hole-burning-like’’ process results from the localized
character of the interaction between the ultrarelativistic electron beam circulating in the storage ring and the
laser pulse. Experimental results concerning the case of the super-ACO FEL are presented and interpreted by
means of a pass-to-pass tracking code containing all the relevant features of the system dynamics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The free-electron laser~FEL! is a coherent source of ra
diation in which the active medium consists of an ultrare
tivistic electron beam moving in a periodic magnetic und
lator. The alternating magnetic field forces the electrons
move along sinelike trajectories and, consequently, to e
radiation. The interaction between this optical field and
electron bunch may lead to an energy exchange and,
consequence, to a coherent emission. After the recent suc
of the LEUTL @1# and TESLA-TTF@2# projects, single-pass
devices, based on a self-amplified spontaneous emis
~SASE! process, are now fully operational systems in t
infrared-vacuum-ultraviolet spectral range. In the followin
attention will be concentrated on the most usual F
scheme, which employs an optical cavity where the radia
is stored and amplified on successive passes through the
dulator. In this case, the electron-beam source is chosen
the desired laser performance: a LINAC@3# for a long-
wavelength high power FEL or a storage ring for a visible
UV FEL @4#. If the accelerating system is provided by
radiofrequency~rf! field, the electron beam has a structu
characterized by a series of microbunches with a separa
fixed by the rf period. The stored light wave reproduces t
time structure and consists of a train of short micropulses
careful synchronization of the circulating micropulses a
the electron bunches at each pass inside the optical cav
required in order to achieve the laser oscillation. Due to th
different velocity with respect to photon pulses, electro
slip back during their travel through the undulator by
amountD5Nl, wherel is the radiation wavelength andN
is the number of undulator periods. This slippage effec
characterized by the coupling parametermc5D/st wherest
is the rms value associated with the longitudinal elect
density profile. For relatively important values ofmc , the
reduced overlap with the ‘‘gain medium’’ leads to a signi
cant reduction of the gain per pass that impedes the gro
of the laser power. This effect is known as laser ‘‘letharg
Theoretical simulation and measurements done on
LINAC based FEL FELIX @5# ~characterized bymc.10!
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pointed out that the slippage effect dominates the laser
namics leading to the simultaneous growth of different s
pulses. The formation of ‘‘spikes’’ inside the FEL pulse h
been also observed in LINAC based FELs characterized
smallermc values@6# and on SASE devices~for which this
phenomenon presents a systematic character@7#!. In the lat-
ter case, a compensation scheme has been proposed@8#,
which is based on the so-called two-stage SASE FEL: t
undulators and a monochromator located between them.
monochromator selects a narrow band from the SASE ra
tion coming out from the first undulator, which is then us
as a seed for the second undulator.

The analysis that will be carried out in this paper conce
storage ring based FELs for whichmc!1 ~long electron
bunch regime! and aims to highlight the conditions that ca
lead to a phenomenon similar to the mentioned one~even
though based on a completely different mechanism!, that is
the growth of substructures inside the laser micropulse.

II. MICROPULSE STRUCTURE OF A STORAGE-RING
FEL: THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL

ANALYSES

Storage-ring FELs are characterized by a complex
namics due to the fact that the laser pulse does not inte
with a fresh electron bunch. As a consequence, the b
keeps the memory of successive interactions and the indu
energy spread leads to saturation.

The optical pulse propagation in a storage-ring FEL h
been analytically treated in Refs.@9,10,11#, yielding impor-
tant insight into the physical process. The laser electric fi
has been decomposed on a basis of longitudinal modes~the
so-called ‘‘supermodes’’! self-reproducing in form after eac
round trip. After many round trips the system evolves
wards the fundamental supermode characterized by a Ga
ian profile. This approach is based on some important
sumptions and the predicted results agree with measurem
only in first approximation. In particular, the FEL gain mod
fication is assumed to take place only through the reduc
induced by the increase of the beam energy spread~inhomo-
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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geneous broadening! @10#; the shape of the longitudinal gai
distribution is assumed to remain constantly Gaussian du
the laser evolution. On the other hand, measurements d
on the super-ACO FEL show that the electron-beam long
dinal profile~which is proportional to the gain! and the laser
longitudinal profile may be non-Gaussian. As shown in F
1, the FEL micropulse may present substructures and
electron-beam profile can be locally distorted. As we w
see, these two effects are correlated and this implies tha
coupling between the shapes of the laser-beam distribut
plays an important role in determining the laser micropu
structure.

The presence of substructures inside the FEL microp
was detected for the first time on the UVSOR FEL. In R
@12# a heuristic model is proposed that reduces their origin
an arbitrary internal structure already present in the spo
neous emission. In reality, as shown by numerical simu
tions done using the pass-to-pass tracking code we are g
to introduce, this phenomenon can be traced back to the
calized character of the laser-beam interaction that is du
the different size of their longitudinal distributions~the FEL
distribution being much shorter!.

The presented model considers the case of a storage
FEL implemented on an optical klystron, which consists
two undulators separated by a dispersive section~i.e., a
strong magnetic field! favoring the interference between th
emission of the two undulators@13,14#. Since the proper la-
ser mode of the optical cavity is established after sev
hundred light paths, the longitudinal and transverse laser
namics are assumed to be decoupled. The FEL-beam dyn
ics has been investigated by means of the three cou
equations:

tn115tn2aT0en , ~1!

FIG. 1. Streak camera image of the super-ACO positron be
~upper image! and macropulse FEL~lower image!. A vertical cut
provides their longitudinal distribution while on the horizontal ax
one can follow the evolution in time of the distribution profile. Th
FEL is operated inQ-switched mode, the pass-to-pass gain is ab
2% and the cavity losses about 1%. Cut 1 is taken in the absen
the laser while cut 2 is taken after 130ms from the beginning
of the interaction. Super-ACO has been operated at 800 MeV w
a current ranging between 90 and 25 mA~58 mA for the presented
case! divided between two bunches and with two RF cavities. T
full width at half maximum~FWHM! bunch width is about 350 ps
The FEL oscillates at 350 nm with an average power of 100 m
and presents a FWHM pulse duration of 70 ps.
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en115en1eVrf /E0sin~v rftn111f!2U rad/E02D~en ,tn!

1R~en ,tn!2r ~tn!1BAI n~tn!sin~v lastn1c!

2PIn~tn!cos@4p~N1Nd!en#, ~2!

I n11~tn!5R2$I n~tn2dt!@11Gn~tn!#1 i s~tn!%, ~3!

wheretn is the relative position of the electron at passn with
respect to the synchronous electron anden its relative nor-
malized energy;a is the momentum compaction andT0 is
the beam revolution period;v rf andVrf are the frequency and
the voltage of the rf cavity with associated phasef; e is the
electron charge,E0 the nominal electron energy,U rad the
energy radiated per turn by synchrotron radiation,D(en ,tn)
the synchrotron damping term,R(en ,tn) is associated with
the stochastic process of photon emission@15#. The effect of
the interaction of the electron beam with the ring enviro
ment is taken into account in Eq.~2! by the term r (tn)
~which includes a first-order model of the ring impedan
@16#!. The FEL is characterized by the optical frequen
v las, the relative phasec, and the intensityI n(tn). The last
two terms of Eq.~2! model the FEL-beam interaction an
include the FEL induced microbunching and the energy l
by the electrons due to laser radiation. The bunching factoB
depends on the FEL intensity,P is the FEL power,N the
number of periods of the undulator,Nd is the interference
order due to the dispersive section of the optical klystron
Eq. ~3!, the seed of the normalized FEL distributionI n(tn) is
the spontaneous emissioni s(tn) and its evolution is deter-
mined by that of the gainGn(tn) ~whose profile coincides
with that of the longitudinal beam distribution!. The param-
eterR is the cavity mirror reflectivity, whiledt is a detuning
parameter taking into account an eventual mismatch of
optical cavity length to the beam revolution period. Equati
~3! is an approximate form of the FEL pulse propagati
equation derived in Ref.@10#; it is, however, adequate for th
present analysis. The FEL-beam longitudinal distributio
are statistically determined by means of Eqs.~1!–~3!. This
model naturally applies to a FEL system, but it can be a
used to study the interplay between an ultrarelativistic el
tron beam and an external laser in the case, for example
generating femtosecond x-ray pulses@17#.

Figure 2 shows the result of numerical simulations carr
out for the case of the super-ACO FEL@18# operated in
Q-switched mode at the perfect tuning@that is,dt50 in the
Eq. ~3!#. The experimental behavior of Fig. 1 is well repr
duced. The interaction process can be described as follow
The initial ~FEL off! electron distribution is Gaussian@Fig.
2~a!#. During the laser rise time a deformation starts to b
come evident and finally a hole appears. The hole is
signature of the localized character of the interaction an
generated by the fact that electrons located around the ce
of the distribution interact on average for a longer peri
with the FEL than electrons at the edge, thus providing m
energy to the laser. The consequent modulation of the g
profile is experienced by the FEL micropulse that subdivid
in substructures growing in correspondence to the maxim
the beam distribution@see Fig. 2~b!#. The FEL macropulse
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lasts for about 400ms and after its decay electrons diffus
and the hole~observed for few tens of microseconds! disap-
pears.

The distortion of the electron bunch distribution can
generally related to the ratior 5t rise /Ts . Ts is the synchro-
tron oscillation period andt rise is the FEL rise time, which,
for a generic laser system characterized by a gainG0 and
subject to the lossesL, is given byTc /(G02L) (Tc is the
period of the photons inside the optical cavity!. The param-
eter r plays a role similar to the one of the parametermc in
LINAC based FELs. For a relatively small value ofr the
electrons can be considered as quasistatic during the gr
of the FEL macropulse. As a consequence, the phase-s
refreshing between successive interactions is modest, a
hole may appear in the electron distribution@19#. The local-
ized character of the interaction is then enhanced and
substructures inside the FEL micropulse are more likely
served. Conversely, ifr is relatively large, the FEL action
during the growth of the macropulse is experienced b
large number of electrons and generally the beam distr
tion is heated, flattened but less locally distorted. In this c

FIG. 2. Laser and beam longitudinal distributions statistica
obtained by using Eqs.~1!–~3! for the case of the super-ACO FE
operated inQ-switched mode.~a! Initial ~FEL off! electron distri-
bution; ~b! laser and beam longitudinal profiles after 130ms from
the beginning of the interaction. The simulation parameters h
been chosen in agreement with the experimental conditions sp
fied above;~c! the same as~b! except for the reduction ofa by a
factor of 1.5 with respect to its nominal value.
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the laser micropulse profile is less perturbed and closer
Gaussian distribution.

One of the electron-beam optics parameters control
the factorr is the momentum compaction factora. Because
of the dependence ofTs ona, r is proportional toAa. Figure
2~c! shows the numerical result obtained in the same con

e
ci-

FIG. 3. Histogram of the probability of observing complex su
structures inside the laser micropulse as a function ofr 5t rise /Ts

for the case of the super-ACO FEL.Ts is measured using a spectr
analyzer,t rise is deduced from the growth of the FEL intensity an
the FEL substructures are detected by means of a double sw
streak camera in the beam current range 80–40 mA.

FIG. 4. Streak camera images of the super-ACO FEL opera
in the natural mode.~a! cw FEL at the perfect tuning characterize
by a nearly Gaussian profile; the FWHM pulse duration is about
ps. ~b! cw FEL at the perfect tuning characterized by two separa
substructures developing in parallel.~c! Pulsed FEL (dt.20 fs!
characteriazed by substructures slipping inside the laser microp
~d! Position of the center of masstL of the laser micropulse as
function of time for the case of~c!.
4-3
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tions of Fig. 2~b! ~corresponding tor 50.3) but reducinga
by a factor of 1.5. The beam distribution is more distorted
the laser onset and, as a consequence, the substructur
side the FEL micropulse become more evident.

In Fig. 3 the probability of observing complex substru
tures inside the laser micropulse is plotted as a functionr
for the case of the super-ACO FEL. The variation range or
is determined by that oft rise andTs with the beam current
The result is in agreement with theoretical simulations a
shows that substructures are more often observed for sm
values ofr. Simulations performed for the ELETTRA@20#
and SOLEIL@21# FELs, which are characterized by a mu
smaller value ofr (r .731023 and r .431023, respec-
tively! with respect to super-ACO, show very evident dist
tions of the beam distributions and a systematic growth
several deep substructures in the laser pulse.

The FEL operated inQ-switched mode reaches hig
intracavity powers. In this case, the interaction between
laser-beam profiles is particularly strong and the FEL s
structures are often observed. When the laser is operate
natural mode@18#, its temporal distribution is normally
Gaussian@see Fig. 4~a!#. However, although less frequentl
substructures have been observed in the case of a cw FE
ys
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the perfect tuning (dt50) @see Fig. 4~b!# and in the case of
a pulsed FEL@see Fig. 4~c!# obtained fordt.20 fs @22#. In
the first case, the two substructures are completely separ
and develop in parallel. In the second case they slip ins
the micropulse with a drift speed imposed by the detun
~that is about 20 fs/pass!; the FEL adopts a limit-cycle-type
behavior@see Fig. 4~d!#.

III. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed the physical process
ducing the growth of complex substructures inside the
cropulse of a storage ring FEL~SRFEL!. This phenomenon
which can be explained by a ‘‘hole-burning-like’’ process,
rather limited in the case of second generation SRFEL~such
as super-ACO and UVSOR! if compared to the intrinsic
spikes of a SASE pulse. Anyway, it can be expected to p
an important role in the case of FELs installed on third ge
eration storage rings, such as that of ELETTRA. The issu
particularly relevant for experiments that depend critically
the micropulse duration, for instance, in time-depend
spectroscopy.
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